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Editorial

We, members of the Labour History Society, have a contribution

to make in the events in this bicentenary year.

The historical events that affect the hoi-polloi, the

wage-earning section of the community, must be made apparent.They

can easily be submerged.

Probably the greatest success for the majority of people

was the eight-hour day,the concept of 8 hours work, 8 hours rest

and recreation and 8 hours sleep. This great social advance was

started by the Stone-Masons. It was successful on 21st April,1856,

132 years ago.

We plan to commemorate this day. We intend to bring

descendants of the men who achieved this boon together in the

same place, the Belvedere Hotel (now Eastern Hill) where it was

commemorated 132 years ago.

So our plans to start the Bicentenary year are as follows:-

First Meeting Date: Tuesday, 16.th February - 7.45 p.m.

Venue: Boardroom,Australian Insurance Offices Union

310 Queen Street

MELBOURNE

Speaker

Topic;

Brian McKinlay

Social Working Conditions

Hungarian Museum Collection

This meeting was postphoned by the transport strike from December.
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Then, in the three months March, April and May,-we shall have
these events

March 14

April 21

May 24

- Labour Day - plans under way - not yet

completed.

- 132nd anniversary of 8 hour day

at Belvedere Hotel (Now Eastern Hill)

- Anniversary of the opening of the worlds

first Trades Hall in 1859.

HISTORIC
EASTERN

HILL HOTEL

MEMBERS PLEASE NOTE:

ON APRIL 21st WE WILL

BOU> A CELEBRATION 8

HOCK DINNER IN THIS

HOTEL

(SEE SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT j
THIS ISSUE)

lit

Subscriptions Received

■^The executive would like to thank members for their prompt
payment of subscriptions. So far we have banked $650 - a very
satisfactory response.

Content of Recorder

We have received a further contribution to the discussion
on the Democratic Labour Party. We welcome this contribution.
However, we cannot give further space to this discussion. We feel
it has been adequately covered.

Matteotti Commemoration, 1930

To commemorate the sixth anniversary of the assassination
of Giacomo Matteotti a meeting was held in the Matteotti Club
Hall in Victoria Street, Melbourne in June 1930.

The hall was well filled by Italians and Australian workers
and decorated with two big banners - "Down with Mussolini the
Assassin of the Italian Workers" and "Workers of the World Unite".
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A huge photo of Matteotti, draped with red flowers was displayed
on the front of the platform.

Don Cameron, president of the Melbourne Trades Hall Council
was in the chair and said to the enthusiastic meeting that they

had assembled to pay a worthy tribute to the memory of a worthy

man. Giacomo Matteotti was at once Italy's greatest patriot and

greatest martyr and his name would live when his cowardly assassins

and their sponsors were forgotten. He praised" the work of the

Matteotti Club in its service to the Australian Labour Movement

and its help in defeating unscrupulous employer's of Italian workers.

Mr Cameron apologised for the absence of Dr«;. Maloney MHR

who was ill and Mr.J.J.Holland MLA and Mr Bill Scanlon of the

Timber Workers Union, both who were absent from Melbourne.

Mr W.J. Duggan,president of the ACTU, in his speech praised
the Matteotti Club's orchestra which rendered several musical

selections. He said the ACTU supported whole-heartly the

commemoration.

Mr Bob Ross of the Victorian Socialist Party, said that

Matteotti had taught us all a lesson - as a socialist he opposed

"things as they are".

Mr F.Carmagnola, secretary of the club, was the final speaker.

He addressed the audience in Italian and then in English, describing

the tyrannies existing in Italy today. He thanked the previous

speaker and assured them of his club's support in the work in

Australia.

Cheers for the Matteotti Club and international music by
the orchestra terminated the commemoration.

Richard Curlewis
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"War On The Waterfront" by Rupert Lockwood

Reviewed by Jack Hutson

On 16 November 1938, wharfies at Port Kembla voted to ban the

loading of pig iron which Australian Iron and Steel had contracted

to send to a Japanese steelworks.

The ban was because it was certain that the pig iron was

destined for the Japanese munitions industry. It would therefore

be used in Japan's attack on China and, who knows, could return

to Australia in the form of bombs. Their fears were confirmed by

the proclomation in Japan on 4 November 1938 of its "New Order

In East Asia", expanding its expansionist plans.

Rupert Lockwood's book is the first detailed history of the

ban, so it fills one of the blanks in Australian labour history.

But its interest is increased for Lockwood puts the ban into a

wider historical context, as indicated by the sub-title "Menzies,

Japan and the Pig-iron Dispute".

The main title "War on the Waterfront" was taken from a play

written on the ban by Betty Roland in Deceiriber 1938. As subsequent

events showed it was an apt title, for the wharfies were put

under great pressure to force them to lift their ban.

Continual attacks were made on them by the Lyons-Menzies'

Government. The press mainly opposed the ban and were apologists

for the Japanese. Estate agents served eviction notices on the

secretaries of the Picket and Relief Committees for not paying

the rent of their homes. The police threatened penalties under

the Commonwealth Crimes Act. Local unemployed were threatened

under the Vagrancy and Consorting Acts to force them to accept

employment on the wharf. BHP locked out some 4,000 of its

steelworkers to stop the flow of donations from them to the wharfies

On the other hand, they received support fromimny walks of

life, "churchmen, war veterans, housewives, academics and others."

A former Governor-General,Sir Isaac Isaacs, spoke in their support.
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Trade Onions expressed support, and Chinese organisations thanked
them.

The'wharfiea got no support from the Labor Party.Jack Lang
opposed the boycott of any Japanese goods. John Curtin,federal
MP, told a delegation led by Jim Healey that the wharfies should
carry out government policy.

Eventually hunger forced them back to vrork. Food was got
by fishing, rabbiting and donations from various sources, while
money was collected. But all that proved to be insufficient to
feed the 120 wharfies and their families. So on 22 January 1939
they reluctantly voted to lift the ban, and began to load pig iron
on 25 January.

,  However, they were successful in stopping any further export
to Japan, when 23,000 tons was loaded into three ships that was the
end. The total contract was taken to be 300,000 tons.

Another success was giving the nickname of "Pig-iron Bob" to
Robert Menzies, Attorney-General, which haunted him for the rest of
his career. i

History.justified their action when Japan embarked on its
military expansion in World War 2. That included plans for Australia
which are given in-some detail in Appendices 111 and IV and would
not have made Australia the lucky country.

"War On The Waterfront" is well worth reading, for in addition
to its general interest it honours an event in labour history of
which wharfies can be justly proud. So it is a pity that it is
marred by some defects in writing style.

There are some purple passages, some strange turns of phrase and
some pontification that could well be done without. Also strangely
enough, despite Lockwood's lifetime as a journalist his writing
sometimes lacks the crispness that is taken as a hallmark of that
occupation, with sentences around one hundred words.
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"The Fight Goes On" by Ralph Gibson

by Jim Garvey

Ralph Gibson's comprehensive survey of world affairs in the

light of the working class struggle is completed with the production

of Part 2 "The Fight Goes Oh". As with its predecessor "The People

Stand Up" it is a brilliant exposition of sustained historical

analysis.

Analysing the Communist way forward from the end of World

War two through the complicated mesh of events Ralph Gibson relates

his history with a clarity of expression, a precision of text and

an infusion of personal memoir that makes for'absorbing reason.

I will take a few selections which I'll comment on.

The book opens with the Yalta Conference in February 1946.

This marked a high point in the compact of unity between the

partners in the Anti-Nazi coalition. Potsdam, the final war-time

meeting in July 1946 saw dissension in the alliance.With Roosevelt's

death and the accession of the aggressive anti-communist Truman

the United States began a blocking role. The successful test of the

atom bomb in the United States was decisive in their fading

co-operation.

Referring to the constancy of the U.S.S.R. in acting up to its

obligations Ralph Gibson quotes Churchill's tribute made in the

House of Commons on his return from Yalta that Marshall Stalin

and the Soviet leaders wish to live in honorable friendship and

equality with the western democracies.I also feel that their word

is their bond.I know of no Government which stands to its obligations

even to its own despite more solidly than the Russian Soviet

government".

Hiroshima and after goes far to confirm the charge that

the atomic destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was committed in

desperate haste by the U.S.A. to gain a coercive military and

diplomatic advantage over the U.S.S.R.

The awful nuclear punishment of Japanese Civilians was

accepted as a necessary evil to save civilisation. Yet it was not

>
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made apparent that Japan was near to surrender because of the

combined power of the conventional aims of the U.S.S.R. and the

U.S.A.

Professor Blackett's perceptive words are quoted "The

dropping of the atom bomb was not so much the last military act

of the Second World War as one of the first major operations of the

Cold War now in progress."

Ralph's reflection of what could have been says much "It was

never an idle dream that under the pressure of world events and

the people's actions a more co-operative American leadership

might emerge to help lay the foundations of a more enduring peace

between countries with different social systems.

Post War Australia

The late 1940-'s and the 1950's were periods of great

progressive and defensive actions in-the area of unionism and .i:

civil liberties. Historic gains were made by militancy and

solidarity. It was a time of great cheer and prospective challenge
to the establishment. Great campaigns centred on the defence of ^

democratic rights.

Ralph Gibson makes a searching and candid examination of

these issues particularly the campaign against the Democratic Labor

Party.

Krushchev

I feel it is splendid that Ralph shows such an appreciation

of Krushchev's' great struggle to remedy the effects of Stalinism

in the U.S.S.R. Nikita Krushchev had the enormous task of exposing

the crimes that Stalin and hiscoherts had committed.

Ralph's saga of working class history of which he has been

for 56 years a participant sees him as a most acute socio-political

witness of our time.

I remember well when Ralph accepted the challenge of revolutionary

socialism and joined the Communist Party in 1932. I never forget

his great speeches, models of scholarship with his vibrant voice
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lifting them into oratory and gripping with its moral urgency.

All honour to Ralph and Dorothy Gibson.

Jim Garvey.

The Democratic Labor Party ; An Enigma in Australian Politics

by 'Carlo Rossi

The Democratic Labor Party (DLP) continues to be an enigma

for students of Australian labour history. In recent issues of

Recorder the DLP is explained by Lyle Allan (No.133,1985) as

an "ethnic party." In subsequent critical articles Keith Crisp

(No.134,1985) argued in terms of ideology, while Daniel Kutny
(No.143,1986) explained the DLP in terms of religiosity,- the

intensity of religious belief held by its supporters. Most recently
Patrick O'Farrell, in his newly released book The Irish in Australia,

is very critical of references in Recorder to the DLP as an

"Irish-Catholic party" and as an ethnic party." To O'Farrell such

references are a denigration of the Irish. O'Farrell even claims

to look forward to the day when the use of the term "Irish" will

cease to be the refuge of the intellectually imcompetent and

lazy.(p.299)

The DLP had a strong base among Australian Catholics, the

majority of whom in 1955 were certainly of Irish descent. O'Farrell's

criticism of articles in Recorder is based on a view of Australian

Catholics as Australians rather than Irish-Australians. It is

an assimilationist -position. It is a position that ethnic background
ought to be irrelevant in AustrAiian society, and certainly in

Australian politics. O'Farrell, like his equivalent Keith Crisp on
the left, would see ideology as more important in explaining the
DLP than either ethnic background or religion. The role of ideology
in the DLP is best looked at historically. The DLP in fact resulted
from the attempt in the 1940's and 1950's by the right-wing to

eliminate Communist influence in the trade union movement.
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During the late 1930's many Australian trade unions were

controlled by Communist officials. This control so increased

during World War 11 that Communists controlled such strategically

important.unions as the Waterside Workers', the Railways and the

Ironworkers. At the same time meetings between Catholic trade

unionists and priests were taking place to discuss possible steps

to diminish Communist control over the unions. Non-Communist union

leaders were scared that the Communists, who controlled unions

representing about twenty-three per-cent of the Australian workforce

wanted to take over their positions. B.A.Santamaria,leader of

"Catholic Action" met with them and as a result a secret organization

known as the Catholic Social Studies Movement (known simply as

"The Movement") was set up to lead the crusade against the

Communist upsurge. The Movement gained the support of Melbourne

Catholic Archbishop Dr Daniel Mannix and gradually spread to all

states. Its aim was clear ; to remove the Communists from unions

and replace them with non-Communists (not necessarily Catholics).

It was obvious to the ALP too that Communists were capable

of posing a threat to the party. Up to 75% of delegates to party

Conferences represented trade unions. If the Communists could get

substantial numbers in the unions they controlled to join the

ALP, as they were doing, then there was a real danger that they

might gain a lot of influence and power within the party itself.

Hence in 1945 "Industrial Groups" were set up by the ALP to

challenge Communist power in the unions. These Groups were assisted

by The Movement. The Movement helped get Catholic support for the

Indusrial Groups.

The tone of the Movement can best be observed by looking at

back issues of its organ, "News Weekly," under the editorship of

B.A.Santamaria. It attacked Communists both in Australia and

overseas, frequently in a very hysterical way. For example one

slogan on the Communist threat from Asia was "Ten Minutes to

Midnight." The United States was always right. The USSR and China

were atheistic Marxist dictatorships which wanted to control the

world and were hostile to the Christian "(and especially the

Catholic) religion. Fed with such propaganda it was not difficult

for The Movement to find willing recruits. The Movement encouraged

f-' -lii'T • "
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its recruits to be active in the Industrial Groups, attend

important union meetings, and vote in union elections. In 1950

the Groups won an important victory with the defeat of Frank

Meyer as Secretary of the Clerks' Union in Victoria. This was

followed in 1954 with the defeat of J.J.Brown as Secretary of

the Railways Union in Victoria. The Communist"threat" to the ALP

had been removed 1

It became apparent to ALP leaders in 1954 that the Groups

might take advantage of their position to se^k complete control

of the ALP. There seemed to be growing tensions between opposing

factions of Catholics and non-Catholics within the ALP. The so-

called "Catholic" faction seemed to loathe the "non-Catholics"

for their "socialist" ideals, their industrial militancy, and

their seeming weakness in failing to appreciate the dangers of

Communism. The ALP leader H.V.Evatt now openly opposed the "Catholic"

faction. Evatt once praised the Industrial Groups as they made their

first moves into the unions. Even so, Evatt's defence of the

Communists over the Communist Party Dissolution Bill, the attempt

by the Menzies Government to ban the Communist Party, made the

Groups suspicious towards him. Evatt had acted only because of

his attitudes and beliefs on the question :of civil liberties, not

because he was "soft on Communism." News Weekly increasingly

denounced Evatt, particularly after certain actions by Evatt during

the so-called Petrov "affair". After the ALP's narrow loss of the

1954 federal election an intolerable situation existed between

the ALP and the.Industrial Groups. Drastic action was necessary.

On 5 October 1^54 Evatt declared publicly that the Groupers supported

by the Movement sought control of the ALP. No long after Evatt

called a meeting of the federal executive to decide the measures

to remove the Industrial Groups from influence within the ALP. They

did this by first dissolving the Victorian Executive. Soon the Groups

throughout Australia were dissolved in the same manner.

The ALP had now freed itself from a major threat to its

authority. In so doing, however, the ALP precipitated a major

split. This split resulted in the formation of the Democratic Labor

Party. The consequences for Labor were devastating. The DLP swore
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to oppose Communism and "Evattism." The DLP wanted such things

as decentralisation (as supported by Santamaria for the very

reason Catholic Church attendances were dropping in the cities

very dramatically, but not in rural areas, and also because

Catholics in'ithe cities tended to have less children) ,Australian

soldiers for Malaya to fight Communist insurgents, and non-

recognition for Communist China. The DLP was heavy on ideas.It

didn't appeal to Irish ethnicity. It appealed to Catholics but

its ideology was acceptable to many non-Catholics right-wingers

whom the DLP readily accepted into its ranks. 0'Parrel1 is correct

in denying that the DLP was an ethnic party but he doesn't really

say what it in fact was.Keith Crisp's argument is probably closest

to the truth. The DLP was a heavily ideological party of the extreme

right which owes its existence to a failed attempt by its

supporters in 1954 to gain control of the ALP.

CONTINUANCE OF JUDITH SMARTS

ARTICLE (FROM FEBRUARY "RECORDER")

^ Ldcture for'the~Sbcietv for the Study of Labour History (Vic.)
' Oct. 20. 1987. The Events of 1917; A Victorian Perspective

there is evidence that trade union organisers were themselves |

taken by surprise and that the N.S.W, Strike Defeiice Committee

was both behind times and more conservative than the strikers.

It was not a case, as the conservative press and politicans

wished to believe, of workers being duped by their extremist

leaders and a few agitators. On the contrary, as Coward once

again demonstrates, the leaders of the unions informed the TLC

executive right at the outset that they were unable to control

their members and it seems that^all unions which became involved

in the strike had mass meetings beforehand reported often as the

largest in each union's history.10

The development of the strike was- snowball-like. In N.S.W.,

on August 2, 5,780 craftsmen went on strike. The strike spread

quickly, J.n,.the .transpo^^ Indus try,.^including t

among miners of coal as well as in food industries, as workers



everywhere refused to handle 'black' goods. By early September, '

68,000 workers were out and by October 22, when the last workers

called off their strikes, 76,000 man and women altogether had

been involved, representing 14% of the employees in the N.S.W.

workforce:and about 33% of the total union membership of the

state. In the following years there were 3 enquiries including 2

Royal Commissions into the strike. In 1918, Mr Justice Curlewis

concluded that the card system was justified and not

exploitative. In 1922, Mr Justice Edmunds, while not condemning

the strike, concluded that some injustices had been done to those

unionists reapplying for work in the aftermath. But N.S.W. was

not the only state involved, though I would not for one moment

dispute its pre-eminence.

It is here that I reveal my true colours and disclaim any

expertise at all on the N.S.W. situation.^ What I am interested

in is the response to the upheaval in Victoria and the way in

which the issues of the N.S.W. strike meshed in with contemporary

P^®-occupations in the labour movement of the national capital of

the time, Melbourne. By early September 1917 there were

something over 20,000 workers affected here by the strike;13

between one third and one half of them were actually on strike or

locked out while the rest had been stood down or were on short

time.14 But there were probably an additional 8-10,000 out of

work as a result of other war-rela.ted industrial dislocations

such as the closure of the Colonial Ammunition Company at

Footscray.15 At least, that was the estimated level of workless

in whose cause the Trades Hall Council was agitating for the

creation of public works programs in July.

Melbourne's. labour movement was also, at the end of July, -

preoccupied with the issue of the cost of living and the

shortages of foodstuffs as a result of the stockpiling in cold

stores and silos of meat and wheat sold to the British government



but held up by the lack of shipping. The conviction that the

little food available for consumption was being shipped abroad in

S.E, Asia and Asia to get prices higher than those prevailing at

home, provoked angry public meetings in the city and inner

suburbs. But it was the Wharf Labourers* Federation that took

decisive and effective action in voting, on July 29, to refuse to

load any foodstuffs for shipment overseas except where they were

destined for the war effort. And it was the Wharf Labourers who

were to be the mainstay of the great strike in Victoria.16

Eventually the issue of the cost of living merged with that of

the card system which had caused their N.S.W. counterparts to go

out in sympathy but the Victorian wharfies remained out till the

end of the year. Even at the height of the 'strike in early

September they represented over a quarter (2500) of Victorians on

strike or locked out and, as was remarked in the Woman Voter in

November, they were the first out and the last back.

Their pre-eminence in the Victorian experience of the Great

Strike is symptomatic of one of the explanations for the extent

and rapidity of its development that Coward has proposed and

which I believe is central to understanding the Victorian

response. "One suggestion" he writes "which may illumine the

willingness of unionists to- strike in August-October 1917 is to

consider the strike phenomenon as a form of social protest.

Indicative of this were the daily processions of the strikers in

N.S.W., the initial "jubilation and festival atmosphere"

representing a "celebration of protest", and the centrality of

notions of natural justice and a pre-war normality aspired to in

slogans and speeches.

Those features, I would argue, were even more apparent in

Victoria-^where, as the Age pointed out, the card system was not a

reality and sti^ike action could achieve but little.lS The

sympathy strikes had their own intrinsic importance but only

aroused the passion and concern they did because they were part ^
(To bo continued) i
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